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Catching fire characters word search answers

the strong, intelligent protagonist of the novel. Her survival skills and cleverness have won the previous Hunger Games and have since become a symbol of rebellion against the Capitol. Read an in-depth analysis of Katniss Everdeen. Katniss's co-winner in the previous Hunger Games.
Friendly, artistic and sensitive, he loves Katniss and does everything he can to keep her safe, even though Katniss isn't sure how strong she feels about him in return. Read an in-depth analysis by Peeta Mellark. Katniss and Peeta's mentor in the previous Hunger Games and in this novel
and a former winner of the Games themselves. Although he is an alcoholic, he is very smart and often seems to know more than he lets on. Read an in-depth analysis of Haymitch Abernathy. Katniss's stylist and good friend. He is a talented clothing designer who uses his skills to design
provocative and symbolic costumes for Katniss. the manager of district 12 tributes. She's very organized and prone to slights, but she's also somewhat unaware of the inherent brutality of the Hunger Games and the Capitol. Katniss's oldest friend and hunting partner. He's in love with
Katniss, and although Katniss loves him, she's not sure she can ever have a romantic relationship with him. the chairman of Panem. He is a power-hungry, brutal and despicable, and he tries to control Katniss by threatening her loved ones. An attractive and seemingly arrogant Capitol
celebrity and the male tribute of District 4. He turns out to be loyal, dutiful and much more thoughtful than his public image suggests. Read an in-depth analysis by Finnick Odair. The 80-year-old female tribute from District 4. She's nice and very frail, and she sacrifices herself for katniss,
Peeta and Finnick. the fiery, exhibitionist female tribute from District 7. She always seems to try to get a rise out of Katniss, but eventually they become friendly. the male tribute from District 3. His high level of intelligence makes his physical weakness compared to the other tribute, and he
found a very conductive thread that plays an important role in the Quell Quarter. the female tribute from District 3. Like her neighborhood partner, she is also very smart and figures out the clock layout of the arena for someone else. the male tribute from District 11 and a close friend of
Haymitch. the female tribute from District 11, with whom Katniss quickly connects. the male tribute from District 2 and one of the so-called Career tributes. the female tribute of District 2 and one of the Career tributes. Katniss's sister. She's very small and gentle, and Katniss will do anything
to swell her. She's the mother of Katniss and Prim. Although she can be emotionally weak, a trait Katniss hates, she is calm and strong in caring for the sick and The Head Gamemaker. He pretends to share the Agenda of the Capitol, but has in fact been part of an underground uprising for
Gale's mother. She is a close friend of the Everdeen family and the glue that holds the Hawthorne family together. a peacemaker in District 12. He's easy-going and even friendly with Katniss, and he's later turned into an Avox as punishment for trying to stop Gale's public whipping. the new
Chief Peacemaker in District 12. He is strict and brutal and whips Gale mercilessly as punishment for killing an animal for food. The girl from District 11 Katniss befriended during the Hunger Games. Although she dies before the novel takes place, her memory and her family play a role in
the events of the novel. Katniss's girlfriend, the daughter of District 12's mayor. She gave Katniss the mockingjay pin she wears in the first Hunger Games and the Games of this novel. Katniss's hair-and-makeup prep team. Katniss finds them shallow and ignorant in the way many people
from the Capitol are, but she also acknowledges that they can care kindly and sincerely for her. The female tribute of District 12 who died in the 50th Hunger Games, which Haymitch won. She was a friend of Katniss's mother and Madge Undersee's aunt. Download / Print Puzzle Report a
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Activities Crossword, Logic, Word Find, Mazen, Puzzles Ten pages of puzzles relating to Suzanne Collins' novel Catching Fire (the answers are on the other five pages in this 15-page document). Includes: Two versions of a character crossword One event &amp; character review crossword
One word puzzle Find An arena activity (with maze) Three logical puzzles and three additional mazes Fun &amp; thought-voking activities to complement your normal reading activities. This is included in my Catching Fire Teaching Unit created by Tracee Orman Hunger Games Lessons
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Answers. the main character who is a girl katniss the main character who is a boy peeta katniss' main weapon bow and arrow the nations richest people living there capitol Katniss's best friend and hunting partner gale hawthorne president of Panem president snow smell of President Snow's
breath blood Katniss and Peeta's training score twelve Katniss's fiance peeta mellark first person Katniss alliance forms with, male finnick form that the quarter quell arena is in the clock dies the first day, discrict 8, female cecelia dies the first day, discrict 8, male woof he protagonist and
narrator, Peeta's lover katniss everdeen the head playmaker of the district quell plutarch hemelsbee hunger games that happens every 25 years quarter suppress the bird on Katniss's pin mockingjay the current hunger games seven fifth the tribute weapon of choice is a thread biteee the old
lady tribute that committed suicide , so that katnisss, peeta, and Finnick would live. mags katniss' sister prim commits job miner katniss and peetas mentor haymich the land panem the lost district 13 Page 2Katniss and Peeta's trainer Haymitch Katniss's hunting partner Gale Katniss's main
stylist Cinna An excellent hunter and hugely resourceful Katniss Child and loyal, and becomes Katniss' love interest Peeta Character who dies from eating poison berries Foxface A female character who becomes Katniss's ally during the games. Rue Show mercy to Katniss because of how
she treated Rue Thresh Dies when Katniss leaves a tracker jacker nest on her Glimmer The President's Panem President Snow One of the female characters who nearly kills Katniss but is killed by Thresh in clove Katniss's trial sister Prim Download/Print Puzzle a bug Description As soon
as you have to you you have to find all the hidden words associated with the film, The Hunger Games : Catching Fire
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